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The Force-Velocity Relationship for the
Actin-Based Motility of Listeria monocytogenes

tions that would slow all biochemical rates [5], the large
molecules of methylcellulose do not perturb the kinetics
of actin assembly, particularly ARP2/3-dependent as-
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the generalized Stokes equation Fdrag � 6�SaV�(�̇̇) toSummary
calculate drag forces on bacteria, we account for the
size (minor radius a ), shape (S ), speed (V ), and theThe intracellular movement of the bacterial pathogen
steady-shear viscosity �(�̇) at a shear rate of �̇ � V/2a.Listeria monocytogenes has helped identify key mo-
For general non-Newtonian fluids, dynamic viscositylecular constituents of actin-based motility (recent re-
�*(�), measured from oscillatory deformations at fre-views [1–4]). However, biophysical as well as biochem-
quency �, cannot predict the steady-shear viscosity �(�̇)ical data are required to understand how these
experienced by steadily moving Listeria. However,molecules generate the forces that extrude eukaryotic
methylcellulose solutions obey the Cox-Merz rule, whichmembranes. For molecular motors and for muscle,
states that the steady-shear viscosity �(�̇) is empiricallyforce-velocity curves have provided key biophysical
the same as the dynamic viscosity |�*(�)| when �̇ � �data to distinguish between mechanistic theories.
[8]. With the simple identity, �*(�)�G*(�)/i�, we can useHere we manipulate and measure the viscoelastic
this approach to calculate drag forces from LTM mea-properties of tissue extracts to provide the first force-
surements (see Supplementary Materials).velocity curve for Listeria monocytogenes. We find

Across 45 bacteria, we find a highly curvilinear rela-that the force-velocity relationship is highly curved,
tionship between Listeria speeds and the drag forcesalmost biphasic, suggesting a high cooperativity be-
due to local viscoelastic moduli (Figure 3). Although thetween biochemical catalysis and force generation. Us-
moduli of extracts spans �500-fold range, Listeria wereing high-resolution motion tracking in low-noise ex-
only slowed by a factor of �20. Despite our best efforts,tracts, we find long trajectories composed exclusively
we could not fully stall Listeria and can only put a lowerof molecular-sized steps. Robust statistics from these
bound of 200 pN for stalling forces. As shown in thetrajectories show a correlation between the duration
inset of Figure 3, mechanical power increases as loadof steps and macroscopic Listeria speed, but not be-
increases. To determine the molecular basis of this self-tween average step size and speed. Collectively, our
strengthening behavior, we used fluorescence micros-data indicate how the molecular properties of the Lis-
copy to quantify the amount of actin in these tails. Ateria polymerization engine regulate speed, and that
1.6-fold increase in average density of actin-specificregulation occurs during molecular-scale pauses.
fluorescence corresponds to a �3-fold increase in me-
chanical power and a �20-fold increase in forces (seeResults and Discussion
Supplementary Materials). These data indicate coopera-
tive phenomena because larger forces can be generated

To mechanically slow the actin-based motility of Listeria
by a small amount of additional actin polymerization.

in bovine brain extracts, we used methylcellulose as a
As in living host cells [9], Listeria in brain extracts

viscoelastic thickening agent. Unlike ideal viscous solu-
frequently moved with monomer-spaced pauses (Figure
1B). For tails that are not anchored, we note that actin
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Figure 1. Methylcellulose Does Not Slow Ac-
tin Polymerization and Listeria Speeds Corre-
late with Pause Duration, Not Step Distance

(A) Methylcellulose does not slow stimulated
actin polymerization in extracts. Curves show
kinetics of pyrene-actin polymerization stim-
ulated by the ARP2/3 interacting domain of
N-WASP (VCA peptide) in extracts containing
0% methylcellulose (blue) and 1.5% methyl-
cellulose (red). Recombinant GST-VCA was
purified as described previously [27] and
used at 50 nM. Also shown is the unstimu-
lated polymerization of actin (no VCA added)
in extract (green).
(B) Methylcellulose does not slow the poly-
merization rate of pure actin. The table com-
pares the initial rate of polymerization normal-
ized to controls containing no methylcellulose.
(C) Thick methylcellulose reveals step-like
motion in extracts. For methylcellulose
concentrations �1%, extraneous motions,
such as pivoting tails, are large enough to
obscure steps. The data shown are for 1.5%
methylcellulose and grid lines are spaced 5.4
nm. Positional histograms are generated from
Listeria trajectories as previously described
[9], and blue crosses represent pause events
detected by automated detection software

(see Supplementary Materials). In our current equipment, mechanical resonances obscure the Brownian motion of particles in the thick
methylcellulose solutions needed to reveal steps. Thus, it is not possible to measure the viscoelasticity of these solutions using microrheology.
(D) The average size of steps is independent of average Listeria velocity. The average step size over 66 trajectories (13 different bacteria;
1152 steps) is 5.2 	 0.15 nm. Representative error bars show standard error of the mean for step sizes within that trajectory.
(E) The duration of pauses correlates inversely with average Listeria velocity. Average velocity and the mean pause time are calculated for
each of 66 trajectories.

beyond the capabilities of our current LTM equipment, result from the combination of filament compliances of
appropriate magnitudes. At the other extreme, manyand so our force-velocity analysis does not extend to the

regime required for observing molecular-scale pausing. filaments restrain bacteria and all tethering must release
cooperatively to produce steps. Mechanical cooperativ-Analyzing 66 trajectories (containing 1152 steps), the

distance between pauses is 5.2 	 0.15 nm. As shown ity could occur when propulsive stresses within the tail
network exceed a threshold for frictional resistance, asin Figure 1C, the average step size during a trajectory

does not correlate with the average speed during that suggested for mesoscopic, micrometer-sized stepping
phenomena [13, 14]. However, the notion of friction istrajectory, suggesting that the stepping phenomenon

is an invariant feature of Listeria motility. The average fundamentally a mesoscopic generalization [15] and
must be recast as molecular interactions to explain mol-duration of pauses, however, shows a strong inverse

correlation with Listeria speeds (Figure 1D). We con- ecule-sized steps.
More constraining than molecule-sized steps, the un-clude that the regulation of Listeria speed occurs

through changes in the duration of these molecular- usually curved force-velocity relationship for Listeria de-
mands newer biophysical theories for its actin-basedsized pauses, at least under the conditions required to

observe steps. motility. Until recently, theoretical models predicted
gentle exponential-like force-velocity relationships thatExplanations for monomer-sized steps fall into three

categories depending on the number of actin filaments cannot be parametrically altered to fit the sharply curved
relationship that we have measured. Despite ambigu-that limit motion. Stretched by the pressure generated

by other actin filaments, a single tethering filament might ities in estimating the number of actin filaments in tails,
these models predict numerical values that can differprovide a transient template for limiting the motions of

the bacterium [9]. Rebinding to adjacent actin mono- from our measurements by orders of magnitude. In a
mesoscopic gel model, Gerbal and colleagues suggestmers along the sides of this filament would generate

monomer-sized displacements. Incorporating putative that, like an inflating balloon, stretching stresses within
the tail increase as the crosslinked actin gel expandsnucleotide-dependent binding between Listeria and

F-actin, recent calculations develop more fully the sto- radially from the curved bacterial surface [13]. They pre-
dicted a force-velocity relationship that is gently curvedchastic generation of such filament templates (ac-

toclampin, [10]). Such single-filament explanations are and cannot fit our data. Furthermore, this model predicts
that Listeria will only slow when forces are strongonly plausible for forces less than the breaking point of

an individual actin filament (�600 pN; [11]). Alternatively, enough to deform crosslinked gels (0.1–1 nN). Instead,
our data show velocities sensitive to loads �10 pN, awhen several (�5) tethered filaments are limiting, disso-

ciation of one of the limiting filaments causes the other level adequate to bend single actin filaments [16] rather
than the gel. In the Brownian ratchet models, positionallimiting filaments to “stretch” [12]. Molecular-sized steps
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Figure 3. Force and Power Generated by Listeria

Bacterial velocities decrease with increasing drag forces. Varying
methylcellulose concentrations between 0.25% and 1% caused Lis-
teria to slow over 20-fold. Using probe particles adjacent to motile
Listeria, viscoelastic spectra were measured to calculate drag forces
(see Supplementary Materials). Inset top: The same data was plotted
on logarithmic axes. Inset bottom: Mechanical power increases with
drag forces. Mechanical power in attowatts was calculated as the
product of velocity and force. The smooth curves derive from a
phenomenological least-squares curve-fitting to the normalized Hill
model for muscle [18]: F/Fmax� (1 
 v/vmax)/(1 � cv/vmax) with Fmax �

250 	 120 pN, vmax � 74 	 50 nm/s, and c � 31 	 44. Calculated
with the same Fmax and vmax, the inset shows for comparison a curve
with c � 4 that is typical of muscle.

To gain insight into mechanisms producing curvature
in force-velocity curves, we note that the force-velocity
relationship of Listeria resembles the hyperbolic rela-
tionship of muscle, but with much higher curvature
(parametric curvature factors: c � �30 for Listeria, inset
Figure 3; c � 1.3–6 for muscle [18–20]). Akin to myosinFigure 2. Microrheology Experiments
in muscle, bacterially bound ActA, and host cell ARP2/3,(A) Listeria move slower and tails emerge in extracts thickened with
G-actin and F-actin form a transient complex [1] thatmethylcellulose. Listeria are moving at �3 �m/min in the left column
both propels and restricts Listeria motion. Propulsion(0.25% methylcellulose) and �0.4 �m/min in the right column (0.75%

methylcellulose). occurs because the quaternary complex efficiently nu-
(B) Viscoelastic spectra for the particles shown in (A). Dynamic mod- cleates new actin filament branches, but ARP2/3 re-
uli, |G*(�)|, as a function of oscillatory frequency, �, were measured mains at the nodes of branches [21] and does not slide
using LTM. Particles a and b around the fast moving Listeria reveal

along the “mother” filament [22]. If long-lived, associa-an environment an order of magnitude weaker than the environment
tion of bacterially bound ActA to these nodal ARP2/3around the slow moving Listeria (particles c, d, e, and f ) at the
necessarily “drags” on the work of the tail by acting asfrequencies most relevant to Listeria motility (� � 1 rad/s). For these

two bacteria, the drag forces and their velocities are 8.4 pN at 45 an internal load. Other proteins, such as F-actin binding
nm/s and 80 pN at 7.3 nm/s for 0.25% and 0.75% methylcellulose, by VASP bound to ActA [23], may contribute to the
respectively. internal loading. The intrinsic lifetime of the tail bound

molecular complexes therefore defines a natural velocity
threshold of behavior. At faster velocities, bacterial tailfluctuations either of bacteria or of the ends of actin

filaments allow room for monomer intercalation to gen- binding complexes are long lived enough to become
internally stretched and reduce the net forces gener-erate forces [16, 17]. These versions of the Brownian

ratchet model predict exponential force-velocity rela- ated. Internal strain may accelerate the disassembly of
these complexes. At slower velocities, bacterial tailtionships with gentle curvature. In a “clamped filament”

model, a putative actin clamp mechanism latches onto binding complexes naturally disassemble without inter-
nal strain, and the actin density of the tail should besubunits carrying ATP and then releases after hydrolysis

to allow the axial diffusion of filaments [10]. The clamped maximal because there is more time to nucleate fila-
ments. Our fluorescence data document such an in-filament model predicts a broad range of forces where

velocity is relatively constant, and this range extends crease in actin density at slower velocities (see Supple-
mentary Materials). Like muscle models [24], we expect�6 pN/filament (�500 pN for 80 filaments).
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